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About This Content

Today I am born, today I die. The Neinzul are an insectoid race of perpetual "younglings" that live for an extremely short span
before dying and being superseded by fully-aware and vicious replacements. Their Enclaves form mini-collectives with their
own personalities, goals, and desires. In this second expansion to AI War, players face off against the Neinzul minor factions,

against new AI types in general, and enlist the help of the friendlier members of this new alien presence.
Enclave Starships bring a long-awaited feature: mobile space docks. New map types and new capturables add more excitement.
Optionally, Hybrid Hives bring a new type of AI logic to the game: these free agents are like a coordinated pack of velociraptors

hunting you against the backdrop of the regular AI forces. For advanced players, the Hybrid Hives provide more cut-throat
opposition than ever.

Key features:

36 new ships, including:
5 new ship classes with a variety of abilities.

Enclave Starships and Regeneration Chambers for direct unlock.

6 new AI special weapons.
6 new AI Types.

3 Neinzul alien minor factions (NPCs).
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Devastating new Hybrid Hives AI plot.

3 new in-game music tracks.

Two new map styles: X and Concentric Circles.
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This not a HOG in any way. It's well enough presented but only really suitable for young children. The "Hidden Object" tag
should definitely be removed as it's misleading. The game itself is more of a guess-the-unrevealed-object affair which is very
simplistic and without depth or any real story. Get it for the youngster if you like but otherwise avoid. It's not terrible, just
pointless. 3\/10.. Nostalgia boner ? = Check

Music boner ? = Check

Art Style boner ? = Check

10 / 10. 6 months. No sign of devs. Game has likely been abandoned.. One of the first 'true' shumps on steam, and oh boy is this
sucker a doozy! Devloped back in 2007, retooled slightly for 2011 and brought towards English readers, this game is a blast.
Just. A. Total. Blast. But yee be warned if you are new, or still lacking skill in shumps in general: This game will chew you up,
and toss you away hard. It doens't pull it's punches even on it's more easier setting, to pass it's insane challanges, fight it's 'true'
end game boss, and to unlock the third playable cast member is something maybe only 1% of the people who buy\/play this
game will EVER achive.

Not for the faint of heart, but those looking for an extremly thrilling challange need not look elsewhere.. Charming, pretty and
unique. A plus if you love the "starry night" aesthetic and all the mythological references. A hidden jewel in my personal
opinion.. + graphics
+ controls
+ price

- The sound when you fall
- easy (I had trouble just with the final part of last level). The Defense Grid: Containment DLC adds 8 new levels to the game,
comprising 4-5 challenges each. The levels feature a continuation of the storyline where the main game left off and also
introduces a couple of new characters, which is pretty cool (though the voice acting leaves much to be desired). Although some
of the new levels feature different types of environments, nothing has fundamentally changed about the core gameplay (same
towers, same strategies, etc). And just to be clear - I'm not saying that's a bad thing. This is pretty much all I want or need out of
a Defense Grid DLC. That said, I do have one slight disappointment, which is that these levels all seem particularly easy (or
maybe I've just gotten better at the game... I dunno). Regardless, if you're like me and just find this game fun and relaxing to
chill out with, then picking up this add-on is a no-brainer.. I recommend this DLC, its very cheap and you get some fun new
weapons and what i found to be a very useful upgrade for the dart pouch, if that is your play style. Either way the pirate scimitar
is very good!. This game has great graphics and reminds me of Streets of Rage. However, the actual gameplay is more like the
80s Nintendo game Kung Fu with simple punch and kick even down to the Menace Laugh when you lose. Unlike Streets of
Rage and other popular Beat 'em ups this only has one life meter with no power ups like a game with a survival mode. There is
not much in the way of blocking or countering the enemy attacks. So I wasn't able to make it further than 3 or 4 goons before I
lost my life and got the Boss Laugh. Then it is start all over. Pretty frustrating. Then when I pressed Esc and got the Exit Menu, I
wasn't able to choose a selection so I had to ctrl alt del to force close the program.

I do not recommend the hassle of this game and the feeling of lost promise.
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This is Absolute Trash. I only bought this yesterday, and I am already fed up with it. The first level is extremely difficult to get
through, and each time you fail you are forced to watch the same annoying game over cutscene over and over. I'd honestly work
harder to get past it, but If the rest of the game is anything like the first level, I'd really rather not put up with it. The graphics
and details look nice and all, but this game really bites. Maybe someday I will buy it again when there is a sale, but for now I'd
rather have the 5 dollars.. Some early thoughts...

1) "200+" games there may be, but most of them are quite obscure. The 'big hitters' that I saw are;

Terra Mystica
Scythe
Steampunk Ralley
Viticulture
Vinos
Lewis & Clark
Hostage Negotiator

Then from what I can recall, it gets a bit sketchy! They are really going to have to up this considerably if I'm going to consider
subscribing at any level.

2) It runs ok on my fairly modest gaming rig. The start up is a bit slow, but actually in game is smooth

3) Wasnt that many people around, but thats not really a surprise right now. Its a fairly niche title plus early access definitely
puts people off.

4) Besides Hostage Negotiator and a little play with Terra Mystica solo, I've not actually played anyone online yet. I dont even
know if the turns are async or has to be live. No information easily shows this.

5) The games look ok. Terra Mystica in particular looked very impressive all laid out.

6) The UI will take some getting used to, but has useful functions (like hover over a stack of tokens, roll your mouse wheel to
tick up a counter, then click button to take that many of the stack), can also shuffle a deck easily, flip cards etc.

So overall... hmmm... not convinced right now. Lack of killer titles in the library will make or break it IMHO as the rest of it is
kinda there. If they want this to be the "spotify of boardgaming" then they just have to get the top games from BGG signed up..
Peter Molyneux take note, this is how you do a god simulation. Simmland offers chaotic humans and almost endless fun.. Very
fun game that gets almost everything right. The graphics, interface, sound\/music are all great. The story is interesting and the
humour works well.

The only disappointment is that the solutions to the puzzles in the second half of the game were at times obscure. I ended up
using the in game hints at times, which I hate doing. At times, reading the solutions to puzzles didn't make the logic of the
puzzle clear. Doesn't spoil the game but with better puzzles the game would be a classic.. A fairly good musical rhythm game.

Cool visuals

Really good music

Super cheap price

Addicting

. OMG, this right here is well worth what I paid for it. Well thought out, fun, short and it brings back memories for a ton of the
golden games! Well done!. **Changed review to recomended, Dev is extremely quick at fixing bugs and adding new content!**

Current Features:
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Seasons change, you can freeze without a fire or home to rest in.
Many different factions, different types of SpaceSpiders will attack eachother, and so will other survivors.
You can find "Mini-forests" to plant crops in so they last longer.
Build a town and recruit survivors to be woodcutters, hunters and have jobs.
Survivors and Villagers have to eat and sleep and will do jobs.
Underground system with dungeon crawling elements!
Fully randomized world and color each time you play! Seasons will be different each time!

Current Issues:
For Keyboard and Mouse players you have to hold "T" to change your tools, we should be able to press 1-2-3-4-5 to change
tools quickly.. This is the type of game I like to play when I think all of my other games suck to remind myself that the other
games don't really suck.
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